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Welcome to an exciting stage in your baby's life: starting sound food! This is a fun time for both
you and your little one as your baby explores new preferences and gains a place at the family
table. So let's get started! Guidelines for modifying family meals for your baby. Jennifer offers
you professional advice on everything you need to know to practice baby-led weaning safely
and confidently: why you might like to use this technique, when to start out, what nutrients your
baby needs, how to prevent choking, how to deal with allergies and what things to feed
vegetarian babies. Tips so you can get started, including signals of readiness for solid meals. Info
on safe food sizes and shapes, progressing as your child develops. Discover all of the many
advantages of baby-led weaning -- from good nourishment and a decreased threat of picky
consuming as your baby gets older to faster dexterity development and a healthier overall
relationship with food. Plus, she answers a huge amount of real-life questions parents often
have when starting baby-led weaning and 125 delicious family-friendly recipes. Strategies for
coping with food allergy symptoms and preventing picky consuming.
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and I thoroughly enjoyed reading it Just what I was looking for!Most books on baby-led weaning
focus an excessive amount of in convincing you of the huge benefits (in my opinion), and
provide little other info. This book goes over the huge benefits in a concise way, and stresses
that "baby-led" may be the important component. It offers overviews for what's essential (e.g.
iron), when to start, what to do if your baby isn't particularly interested, meals allergy symptoms,
choking vs...What I appreciate concerning this book specifically, will be the recipes for getting
started.? Chock full of all you need to learn to begin with with baby led weaning, that is perfect
to help me be a supportive mother and grandma. My concern as an initial time mother, wasn't
feeding my baby what I'm consuming, but how to proceed when I'm just starting out. to Jennifer
House for this wonderful source you have created! As of this age, in the beginning, it could be
entirely as well confusing to determine how to serve food to your whole-palm-grabbing baby,
and what things to in fact serve. You can't just state, "feed them what you're eating!" when I'm
eating a steak. How will a six month aged chew the steak, and how do you serve it?This book
gives you an idea of what things to serve as of this awkward stage, to both make it possible for
your baby, safe for you baby, and still healthy in that it meets the increasing dietary
requirements. Following this (at around 9 months, depending on the baby), your child will
actually be ready to eat whatever you're eating, and maybe other babies can start to eat your
dinner immediately. For all others, like myself, who are puzzled and still somewhat intimated,
this book is fantastic! Exactly what I had a need to know This grandma hadn't have you ever
heard of "baby led weaning" and frankly I was a bit aghast at the theory when I discovered that
this was the program for my grandbaby. This book is both helpful information publication and a
recipe book.. gagging, and tips for vegetarian and vegan parents.!I've been a believer in
obtaining children started with good nutrition at an early age..This is a solid review of the most
important aspects, and I thoroughly enjoyed reading it. but to hand a 6 month previous BABY a
stalk of broccoli! A bit study finally led me to a knowledgable and reassuring article written by
Jennifer House. Various other baby-led weaning books available either stop brief at "just feed
your baby what you eat!. She is a authorized dietician, so her focus is on healthful balanced diet
for our children. I instantly knew that I needed to hear even more what she acquired to share
about the how, what, and why of BLW, therefore i found her book on Amazon and purchased it. I
was concerned that was a crazy and potentially dangerous fad! Yikes! I am now a grateful and
enthusiastic convert.?!! I attempted to remain calm when my child first told me about any of it,
then afterwards I hit the web. ." or give a list of completely random recipes--and none are nearly
as good as many other generic quality recipes you can get online. Thank you, Thank you! I am
ready to give the broccoli when enough time comes.The overwhelming most people behind
baby-led weaning (and other schools of thought, and my pediatrician) suggest you start at half a
year.
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